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Abstract

He first recall Che definition of the optical-model poten-

tial for nucleons and the physical interpretation of the main

related quantities. We then survey the recent theoretical pro-

gress towards a reliable calculation of this potential. The

present limitations of the theory and some prospects for future

developments are outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

The optical-model potential (OMP) is a basic ingredient

of practically any nuclear data evaluation : it enterB in the

analysis of elastic scattering and of total cross sections, of

radiative capture, of compound nuclear as well as of direct

reactions, of strength functions, of potential scattering

lengths, etc. Clearly, a minimal theoretical understanding of

the optical model is a prerequisite to all practitioners, and

its detailed theoretical investigation is fully justified.

Many previous theoretical s. jdies had been focused on

formal aspects of the optical model, or on the qualitative

rendering of rhe gross phenomenological properties of the OMP.

In recent years, however, the theory has made sufficient pro-

gress to yield semi-quantitative results, i.e. to provide mea-

ningful theoretical constraints on the parameters of the poten-

tial. We hope that these lectures will give off a bit of the

flavour of this sprouting.

Our main purpose is twofold. Firstly, we recall the defi-

nition, the practical interest end the physical interpretation

of the OMP. Secondly, we survey some of the recent theoretical

calculations of this potential; we try to indicate not only

their interest but also their present limitation.

In view of our limited aim, we avoid technical details

whenever possible, at the risk of shocking the purists. For

instance, we almost indifferently write r or r , we omit

explicit reference to spin indices, drop Clebsch-Gordan coef-

ficients and spin statistical factors, usually consider only

neutron channels, etc. In the same spirit, we quote only very

few original papers : an exhaustive list of references can be found in

recent books or reviews, e.g. [I—83•

2. PHYSICAL CONTENT

2.1. Scattering matrix

A reaction channel is characterized by a set of quantum

numbers (channel spin s , relative orbital angular momentum

I , ...) that we generically denote by c_ .

The scattering wave function fg at energy E is an

eigenstate of the full Hamiltonian N

H *; - E (2.1)

the upper index c_ specifies the channel in which there exists

an incoming wave. At a large distance r , between the two

fragments in channel c' , one has the asymptotic behaviour

i(kc, rc, -j lc, n)

Here,

(2.2)

(2.3)

is the relative velocity; 4 i essentially denotes the wave

function of the residual nucleus, multiplied by appropriate

spin eigenstates and spherical harmonics, coupled to the total

angular momentum of channel c_ . 97



The scattering matrix S , ia symtnetrie (time reversal

invariance of H) and unitary (conservation of flux) :

Let us cal l S Che scattering matrix that correoponds

to the scattering of a nucleon by the OMP:

S^nCE) 5C,,C,(E) - (2.4) - exp(2ie )« . (2.8)

where the sum runs over the channels which are open at the

energy E .

Because of the existence of compound nuclear resonances,

the scattering matrix is a violent function of energy. It is

usually written i*» the parametric form

8re.CE) - tQre. -1 I

I I

nc nc ] exp(i 6_ + i 6 ,) . (2.S)

V in such a way that SIt is not practical to choose

S : since S is a complicated function of energy (see

Eq. (2.5)), the same would be true for the corresponding OMP.

Hence, one rather requires the OHF to be such that its scatte-

ring function Sc is equal to the energy-average < s
c c

> o £

the diagonal element of the scattering matrix :

(2.9)

Tho quantity Qoct and the potential scattering phase shifts &o , 4 f are smooth
functions of energy. l£_ direct reactions can be neglected, one
has [9]

1

5 c c ' •

- rnc «ec'

(2.6)

(2.7)

where the bar denotes an average over resonances.

2.2. Optical-model phase shift

The success of the shell-model indicates thr.c for many

purposes one can represent the interaction between a bound

nucleon and the rent of the nucleus by an average potential

well, or more precisely by a non-local single particle poten-

tial. By continuity* one expects a similar picture to be ap-

plicable to unbound nucleons. In the latter case, the average

potential well may depend on the nucleon energy, besides being

non-local. Let us denote this "optical-model potential" (OMP)

in channel c and at energy E by Vc(E) ; the spatial va-

riables r , r' are omitted. We shall progressively reach a

specific definition of this OMP.

Since this requirement does not fully determine the OHF, we

shall further refine the definition below.

The energy average, taken over an averaging interval I

centered on E , of a quantity q(E') is conveniently defined

by

<q(E)> • i f " - q ( E ' > d E '
* J_. (E-E1)* + I2

(2.10)

Equations (2.5),(2.10) yield, in the absence of direct reac-

tions (see Eqs. (2.6),(2.7))

*- Fnc
Sc - <Scc> - Scc(E + iI) - (1-n -—••> exp(2i«c) , (2.11)

where <i is the average distance between neighbouring reso-

nances. Since

S e |
2 - I < S C C » I

2 « (2.12)

tne optical-model phase shift £c is complex and the same must

be true for the OMP :

"c " vc + i wc •
One finds that (2.12) implies

(2.13)

Wc < 0 , (2.14)

if W is assumed to be a local potential with standard shape.



2.3. Sources of the imaginary part

The existence of an imaginary (or absorptive) component

U in the OMP is thus directly related to the lack of uni ta-

rity of <S > . We mentioned that the unitarity property

(2.14) of the scattering matrix expresses the conservation of

flux. Correspondingly, the lack of unitarity of S expresses

a loss r,£ flux.

This lack of unitarity mus t exist if channels c* i4 c

are open since the quantity

1 - (2.15)

is larger than l*8^*!2 • However, Eq. (2.11) shows that V^

is complex even if no channel other than c_ is open; the rea-

son is that V involves the quantity <S > , i<e. implies

an average over compound nuclear resonances.

We conclude from these arguments that the origin of the

imaginary component of the OMP is twofold. Part of the inco-

ming flux feeds the compound nuclear resonance9; part of it

goes into the inelastic channels c' f c via direct reactions.

Thus, we mus t be prepared to find these two sources of absorp-

tion in the formal expression for the OMP : we return to this

point in section 3.4.

2.4. Calculable obaervables

We mentioned in section ! that the OMP plays an essential

role in the analysis of many types of reaction data. It is not

possible to discuss these applications in any detail here;

many of them will be reviewed by other lecturers. We first

consider those which only involve the optical-model phase shift!

and then briefly emphasize that the optical-model wave function

ia needed in the evaluation of direct reaction data. We recall

that for the sake of simplicity, we omit spin statistical fac-

tors, Clebach-Gordan coefficients, ...

The total cross section in channel c is given by

c,tot
2 irk;2 (I - Re ScC) (2.16)

Its energy average can thus directly be obtained from the op-

tical-model phase shift :

c.tot" • 2 w k c
(2.17)

For examples, we refer to the reviews by Vilmore and Hodgson

(Ref, [S] vol. 2, p. 131) and by Wiedling, Ramstroem and Holm-

qvist (ibid., p. 205).

The angle-integrated gross section a , reads

, -2
'cc'

(2.18)

Its energy average can be written as A sum of two terms :

The first term is

j S E ,c c ' - 6 c

( 2 . 1 9 )

(2.20a)

It is diagonal in the absence of direct reactions. The quantity

o is called the shape elastic scattering cross Bection and

can be expressed in terms of the optica1-model phase shift :

"II " " k c 2 l^c - 'I 2 i (2.20b)

it usually dominates the cross section for energies larger

than a few MeV (Ref. [2], p. 142).

At low energy, the shape elastic cross section approaches

a constant; the potential acatterinK radius R' is defined by

R1 lim (2 .21)
E->0
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For an example, see Fig. 7.3 of Ref. [8].

The compound nuclear CN
o

ction o , is given by

...H2} • (2.22)

In the absence of direct reactions, the second term in the

curly brackets vanishes for c i c' ; the first term can then

be written in the Hauser-Feshbach form

T T ,

where the transmission coefficient

T , - I - IS I* .

reads

(2.24)

These relations can be extended to the differential cross

sections; significant progress has recently been accomplished

to extend their range of validity by including the effect of

direct and of precompound reactions : see, e.g., the review

by Moldauer (Ref. [5], vol. I page 167).

The strength function in channel c is by definition

E I 7
f Q.2 nc1 E ' d - I eV (2.25a)
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I ti
the factor (E /E) is introduced in order to render sc

practically independent of E . Equations (2.11) and (2.23)

show that

11 H r " 7 Tc • (2.25b)

For an example, see Fig. 7.2 of Ref. [8],

The optical-model wave function i° calculated from the

OMP plays a fundamental role in the analysis of direct reactions,

including direct radiative capture. The index E refers to the

total energy in channel c :

E . £l k2 + e , (2.26)

where c is the threshold energy. The function u_(r) is
c fc

normalized to unit incoming amplitude at r-"» • In the distor-

ted wave Born approximation, the direct reaction amplitude is

proportional to the quantity

„»!
" C d r (2.27)

where the quantity F ,c(r) represents the operator which ia

responsible for the direct transition from channel c to

channel c' (see, e.g., Ref. [2] p. 67).

The physical interpretation of Eq. (2.27) is that the

probability amplitude for a direct reaction to occur at a

distance r from the target centre is proportional to the

probability amplitude (u°) of finding at that distance a

nucleon on top of the unperturbed target state + , and to

that (u_ ) of finding a nucleon on top of Che residual

nucleus 4 , , at the distance r .

2.5. Mean free path

According to its physical interpretation given at the

end of the preceding section, we expect |u5j(r)| to decrease

with decreasing r . Indeed, when a nucleon penetrates into

the target (see Fig. I(a)), it interacts with other nucleons

and it thereby excites the target. Two types of excitation

are possible. In the first one, all nucleons (including the

incoming one) occupy bound shell-model orbitals after the

interaction : this collision corresponds to the formation of

a quasi-bound state, i.e. of a compound nuclear resonance

(see Fig. 1(b)). In the second type of interaction, one nu-

cleon remains in a scattering orbital : this corresponds to

a direct excitation of an inelastic channel (see Fig. I(c)).

We recognize the two sources of absorption described at the

end of section 2.3.

For simplicity, let us consider the motion of a nueleon

with energy E and momentum k in the z-direction, inside

a "target" of infinite size (nuclear matter). The latter is



characterized by its density

related to the Fermi momentuc

p (nucleona/fm3) , which is

(2.28)

The mean free path plays an important role in the analy-

sis of precoapound reactions [10]. For an illustration, see

Fig. 2.4 of Ref. [II]. The associated "mean life time" T

is given by

The nucleon wave function is a plane wave exp(ikz) . If the

potential energy V * V + iW is complex, the wave number k

is complex :

k - k ( R ) v i k ( I ) - { — (E - V - iW)}? . (2.29)

Let us expand the square root and retain terms of first

order in the ratio W/(E - V) . This yields

i_

k < R ) - {2m (E - V)) 2 / It , k1 - -W / liv , (2.30a)

L/v - K/2H

where

„ k<R)/m (2.30b)

is the velocity. Equation (2.29) shows that the probability of

(R)
finding a nucleon with unperturbed wave number k d e -
creases exponentially; i t s "mean free path" is equal to

{2 - Kv/2W (2.31)

where the factor 2 occurs because we deal with probabilities

rather than amplitudes. In Fig. 2, we sketch the propagation

in the z-direction of a wave-packet associated with

a nucleon with momentum k on top of an infinite

medium. At z»0 , the target is unperturbed : all nucleon

momenta up to k? are filled. On its way from Z"A to

z-D , the incoming nucleon collides with target nucleons and

excites on particle-one hole (B) , two particle-two hole (C)

... target configurations. At z»D , the probability of fin-

ding a nucleon with momentum k on top of the initial ground

(unperturbed) target states has decreased by a factor

exp(- |DA|/L) .

The uncertainty relation

flE . it - n

(2.32)

(2.33)

shows that the energy of the "single-particle state" is not

well defined : the quantity AE • - 2W measures the energy

interval over which its strength is distributed because of

the collisions, It is called the "single-particle spreading

width".

3. NUCLEAR REACTION THEORY

3.]. Introduction

From the physical picture drawn in the preceding section

emerges a definition of ..he OMP which is more specific than

the one given in section 2.2 : the OMP should not yield the

energy-average of Scc but also, in addition, the energy-

of the wave function u_ that describes theaverage u~

relative motion of the nucleon and of the target (or residual

nucleus). This suggests the following theoretical approach

to the problem of calculating the OHP : one should first find

a Schroedinger equation for the radial wave function uf and

then a similar one for its energy average. Feshbach's projec-

tion operator formalism [12] is well suited for this purpose,

but will only be used implicitly below.

Before proceeding, ve mention another theoretical approach,

which is suggested by the content of section 2,5 : it consists

in studying the potential energy and the mean free path of a

nucleon in infinite nuclear matter with density p , and then

to construct the OHP in a finite nucleus by allowing p to

depend on r , namely to be density distribution p(r) of the

target. This line of approach will be discussed in section 4.
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3.2. Coupled channels

The full wave function ¥^ has components in all channels

c * which have same parity and angular momentum as the entrance

channel c_ . We want to derive coupled equations for these

components• vhose asymptotic behaviour is given by Eq. (2.2).

We omit antisymmetrization, and also the spin variables.

The ground aud the excited target states are eigenstates of

the target Hamiltonian j rA) :

Let us write t*l as a sum over its channel components

(3.1)

(3.2)

This full wave function is the solution, with appropriate boun-

dary conditions, of the Schroedinger equation (2.1) which reads,

more explicitly,

(3.3)

u (r ,E) • up\r ) . \i*i)
c c E o

For illustrative purposes, it is convenient to perform this

elimination of the inelastic components in the framework of

second order perturbation theory with respect to the coipling

strengths V , » V , , and to set V , „ - 0 (c' + c"cc c c c c
t c) .We have then

where

lim E + in
n-*+O

(3.6)

(3.9)

insures that u , is purely outgoing for r large. Equations

(3.4) and (3.8) give

$.10)

This result and Eq. (2.11) yield the expression of the OMP in

our simplified model :

V
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We substitute expression (3.2) in Eq. (3.3) and multiply the

result to the left by •" , •", •" . We integrate

over the coordinate

•"
( r of the target nucleons

below, this integration is indicated by round brackets. We

obtain the* following coupled system of equations

Vcc' <)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

With matrix notations, it is easy [3,12] to solve the

set of linear equations (3.4) for u°, (c1 i* c) , and to ob-

tain an equation for the elastic radial wave function, i.e. for

V + ) V ,

" « - Vc- • « ' '
(3.11)

3.3. Hartree-Fock approximation

The first O'der contribution to V (Eq. (3.11)) is

V , which reads more explicitly

Vcc<ro>

(3.12)

Since the function r) is antisymmetric and normalized, V

can be written in terms of the density p(r') of the target :

Vcc(r) - f p(r') v(r.r') d3r' ; (3.13)

we recall that we do not bother to distinguish between r'

and r' , unless really useful.
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Expression (3.13) ia the Hartree approximation V (r) .

Following the work of Greenlees and collaborators [13], this

"folding" formula has often been used during the last decade

for estimating the real part of the OHP [14],

The effect of antiaymmetrization should be included : it

is not possible to find out whether the outgoing nucleon is

the same as the incoming one, or whether it is one of the

original nucleons. As well-known from atomic physics, this

leads to replace (3.13) by the Hartree-Fock approximation

V , which is a non-local field* In other words, the value

of fHF Ug at point r depends on the value of Ug(r') at

distances r1 + r : the Schroedinger equation reads

(3.14)

The Hartree-Fock approximation involves the one-body

density matrix p(r,r') (p(r,r) • p(r)) :

F(?.?•) u^(r') d3r' - u°(r") j p(?') vdF.f1)

(3.15)

The quantity p(r,r') is usually evaluated in the framework

of the independent particle model, where the target atate *£

can be represented by a Slater determinant constructed with

single-particle orbitals 8 . Then,

p(r.r') (3.16)

The Hartree-Fock self-consiatent field results from re-

quiring that the single-particle states 6 should be eigen-

states of the calculated optical-model Hamiltonian. Me note

that the Hartree-Fock field is real and independent of energy.

3.4. Second order contribution

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11) is

energy-dependent and complex. One can see from Eq. (3.27) below

that these two properties are intrinsically related. We continue

to ignore antisymmetrisation.

In order to obtain a more explicit expression for the

second order term, let us introduce the eigenstates of H , , .

These are of two types, namely bound states (u •) and scatte-
ncring states <u

Etci)
 !

c c nc
Hc'c' uE'c' E' uE,c, . (3.17)

V (CN)
c

The contribution of the bound states reads

(•cl \ v(r,r.)Uc.) unc.(r) unc.(r')

,c'*c E - E + il

(•c. |S vd'.rj)!^) ; (3.18)

it is non-local and energy-dependent. Since the configurations

u t $ » are bound (Fig. I(b)), they correspond to the compound

nuclear resonances. Hence, Vc(CM) arises from the feeding of

the resonances from the entrance channel. This is one of the

two sources of absorption expected from the discussion carried

out in section 2.3. Note that V (CN) is complex only because

an average is performed : it becomus real in the limit I -» 0 .

The contribution of the scattering states reads

V (DR)
cVc J

|vUc.) "E.c.<
E - E'

UEc'(r> UE

dE'

where the integral is a principal value and is thus real. The

imaginary part of "c(DR) arises from the energy-conserving

direct transitions from the entrance channel £ to the confi-

guration u,

Kc)).
Ec' i.e. to the inelastic channel c' (Fig.

3.5. Local equivalent potentials

One can expand uE(r') about the point r' - r : 103
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u=(r') - uc(r) + (r-r') £ u£(r) *| <r-r')2 ~ u|(r) • ... . (3.20)

Taking the derivative d/dr amounts to multiplying by - ip/H •

where p is the momentum. Thus,

u'(r') - u£(r) {1 -ip(r-r')/» - i (r-r1)2 p2/K2 • ...> . (3.21)

3y inserting this expansion in Eq. (3.U), one sees that a non-

local potential formally amounts to a momentum-dependent poten-

tial. This relationship has been investigated in detail by

Perey and collaborators [15-17] and by Frahn [18], in particular

for real "separable" potentials of the fora

VN(r,r"') - irN<r) H(s
2)

where

r' - r

(3.22)

(3.23)

Let us call H(fc2) the Fourier transform of H(s) . It has

been shown that the non-local potential V^d'.r') leads to

practically the same scattering phase shift as the local poten-

tial UL(r) defined by

Note that the local equivalent potential U, depends on

energy even if U^ is energy-independent. We have seen in

section 3.3 that UN depends on energy. Hence, the origin

of the energy dependence of the phenomenological local OMP

is twofold, namely the "true" nonlocality of the OMP on the

one hand, and its "true" (or dynamical) energy dependence on

the other hand. In practice, it is not possible to distinguish

between these two effects in the analysis of the experimental

data. Since the scaling factor m/m arises solely from the

nonlocality, a theoretical calculation of the non-local energy

dependent field is of interest.

Attempts have been made [19] to disentangle non-locality

and energy-dependence on the basis of a dispersion relation.

By integrating (E< - E)~' fc(E') (Eq. (2.11)) along the real

axis and by closing the contour in the upper half of the com-

plex E-plane, one finds

V.(E) (3.27)

UN(r) H [2|'(E - BL(r))] - (3.24)

One practical difficulty with Eq. (3.27) is that it involves

Wc<E') for large values of E' . Another problem is that the

quantities V and W in Eq. (3.27) are the energy-dependent

non-local quantities. This is illustrated by the fact that the

dispersion relation yields

The physical meaning of this relation will become apparent in

section 4.3.

While. V» and U. yield almost the same wave function

outside the target, the corresponding wave function inside the

target differs by a factor

uH ( t ) " (m° 2 uL ( r ) ' O<25)

1 S. y
dE c

> 1 (3.28)

where the "effective nass" m is defined by

a - {I + 2mn" 2 U — H(k2)}"' ;
m dk2

(3.26)

the derivative is evaluated at the momentum given by H2 k2/2m

104 " E " "r • This scaling correction can play a significant role

in some direct reactions. For an illustration, see page 127 of [16].

at low energy, in apparent contradiction with the fact that

the depth of the empirical local OHP decreases in magnitude

with increasing energy.

3.6. Empirical potentials

In the following sections, we sarvey some recent theoretical

calculations of the OHP. Their degree of success should be eva-

luated by considering the number of adjustable parameters that

they involve on the one hand, and their agreement with experi-

mental data on the other hand. The latter part of the discussion

is often side-stepped by comparing theoretical and empirical

OHP, rather than observables proper, e.g. cross sections, strength



functions, ... One must be aware, however, that theoretical

expressions of the OMP may be widely different from the assu-

med empirical ones (non-locality, energy dependence, form fac-

tors, . . . ) • Moreover, the experimental data do not uniquely

determine the empirical OMP. When possible, the comparison

between calculated and empirical OMP is nevertheless quite

instructive, since practitionera are eager to be provided

with theoretical constraints which would restrict the freedom

in the parameter search.

Accurate descriptions of the elastic scattering differen-

tial cross section, of the strength function-, of the scatte-

ring length, etc. can only be obtained if the parameters of

the OMP are allowed to vary in a somewhat scattered manner

froa target to target. One must admit that the theory is not

yet, and will probably never be, able to yield such accurate

predictions. Nevertheless, "global" paraaetrizations which

depend smoothly on mass number, on energy and on neutron excess

are quite useful in providing estimates of the physical obser-

vables* In fact, the existence of such simple parametric forms

is at tile o-rigin of the development of the optical model. By

their very nature, these global OMP average out shell- and many other

finiteness effects; they are probably characteristic of the

nuclear medium* This will be exploited in section A.

A survey of OMP for individual nuclei has recently been

compiled by Perey and Perey [20]. Most parametrizations are

of the following form, for spherical nuclei

exp -[(r - (3.31)

V(r) » - VQ f ( x v ) + (VSQ + i Wg0) [— f ( x s o ) ] o.t

- i [ W f ( x ) - 4 W f .*x)3 , (3.29)

where the second term i s a sp in -o rb i t coupling, while

f ( x . ) - O + e x p [ ( r - r . A 3 ) / a . ] } " ' (3.30)

is the Woods-Saxon form factor. The surface absorption term

(with strength WQ) is sometimes assumed to have a Gaussian

shape :

A popular global set of parameters is due to Becchetti

and Greenlees [21] :

56.3 - 0.32 E - U,(N-Z)/A (3.32a)

- 1.17 , ay - 0.75 , 0 , - 2 4 (3.32b)

- 0.22 E - 1.56 or zero, whichever is larger (3.32c)

- 13 - 0.25 E - W (N-Z)/A or zero, whichever is larger (3.32d)

6.2

- 1 .26

W

- 0.58

• 1.1

U 12 (3.32e)

0 , r - 1.1 , a 0.75 ," s o ' s o
(3.32f)

where units are MeV and fm . This "global" OMP gives fair

results for A > 40 and 10 < E < 24 MeV .

At lower energy, the 0MF of Wilmore and Hodgson [22] appears

somewhat more satisfactory. It is the local equivalent (see

section 3.5) of a non-local potential proposed by Perey and

Buck [15] who adopted the separable expression (3.22), with a

Gaussian non-locality :

H(s2) - exp -(s2/B2) . (3.33)

The existence of several global (or even individual) para-

metric forms illustrates our previous warning that the experi-

mental data do not uniquely determine the OMP. Thus, the set

(3.32) should only be regarded as an example.

Several general remarks can be made :

(a) The effective mass defined by

= 0.68 (3.34)

is smaller than unity, in apparent contradiction with (3.28).

This reflects the fact that the energy dependence of the local

equivalent potential V(r) has little connection with that of

the original non-local potential V(r,r';E) to which (3.28)

refers. One can show [4] that 105
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(3.35) (d) The fits are cons is tent with the assumption

106

where m/m is related to Che non-locality of the OMP (see Eqs.

(3.**2) and (3.26)). We conclude Chat the energy dependence of

the depth of the empirical local OMP is mainly due to the non-

locality of the original OMF*

(b) One has separated out in the parametrization of V Q

a term proportional to the neutron excess .

W - 0 (3.38)

N-Z
A

This

(3.36)

ry. Indeed, one could obtain fits of similar
. .1/3quality by modifying the assumed law R - ry A "

J for the

potential radius. However, the introduction in VQ of a term

proportional to a is logical : it can easily be shown theo-

retically that the depths of the OMP for protons and for neu-

trons, respectively, mainly differ by a term proportional to

a , besides the Coulomb term, Thus, it is meaningful to write

the potential depths for protons and for neutrons as follows

V - D - 0.32 E ± H, N-Z
A

(3.37)

This is not exactly the form adopted in the analyses by Bec-

chetti and Greenlees [21]; they take U - 56.3 MeV for neu-

tron* and Uo » 54.0 MeV for protons. However, parametriza-

Cion (3.36) is adopted in more recent work [19]. Note that

the empirical value of U( is sensitive to that of r? ;

moreover, there exist* no theoretical reason vhy the (isovec-

tor) part of the OMF which is proportional to a should have

the *aae fora factor (radius r» , diffusenesa ay) as the

(isoscalar) other component , or why a term proportional to a

should be absent in W and present in W_ •

(c) The absorptive part W(r) is surface peaked for

E t 50 MeV and takes the same ("volume") form as V(r) for

E * 50 MeV . This "observation" should be taken with caution

because it is probably bated on theoretical prejudice : very

good Cits can be obtained with a volume absorption.

this of course does not mean that (3.38) holds : theoretical

work on this topic is still lacking but would be of interest.

(e) He emphasized that a comparison between theoretical

and empirical OMP is difficult. Fortunately, it appears that

the calculated cross sections are mainly sensitive to the first

moments of the OMP, in particular to the volume integrals per

nucleon [3,13,23-25]

Jv/A - - A" 1 I v(r) d3r

Jw/A - - A"1 I W(r) d3r

and to the mean square radii [3,25]

[ j v ( r ) r z d 3 r ] / [ | v ( r ) d 3 r ]

[ f w ( r ) r 2 d 3 r ] / [ f w ( r ) d 3 r ]

(3.39)

(3.A0)

(3.41)

(3.42)

This empirical observation holds for protons as veil as for

neutrons, but has only limited validity for light nuclei. It has

not been checked whether it applies at low energy, and to

strength functions for instance.

3.7. Hartree-Fock calculations

We saw in section 3.3 that the Hartree-Fock field is the

first order contribution to the perturbation expansion of the

OMP in powers of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Since the

latter is too strong for perturbation theory to converge ra-

pidly, the Hartree-Fock approximation can be meaningful only

if a weak etfective interaction is used. The interest of such

a calculation is somewhat doubtful i£ the effective interac-

tion contains adjustable parameters, since it would then almost

amount to a different fitting procedure. Hence, one should

_l
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ideally Cake Che effective interaction from calculations of

other nuclear properties than the OMP.

Dover and Van Ciai [26] computed the Kartree-Fock self-

consistent potential associated with various three-body con-

tact interactions of the Skyrme-cype, fitted to ground state

properties of nuclei and to low-lying single-particle levels.

The calculated energy dependence of the OMP, i.e. the effective

mass n" (Eq. (3.34)), sensitively depends on the variant of

the Skyrae interaction that is chosen. In Fig. 3, we show a

comparison between the volume integral per nucleon calculated

(dashes) by Dover and Giai [26] and empirical values (dcts),

for the targets l2C , 1 60 , 27A1 , '•"Ca and 208Pb , in

the case of protons. The agreement is fair, in view of the

absence of adjusted parameters; it shows that the same effec-

tive interaction can reproduce bound and low-energy scattering

properties* Similar work has been performed by Manweiler [27].

To our knowledge, these are the only two examples of the

application of the Hartree-Fock approximation to the real part

of the OMP (see, however, section 3.8). It would be of great

interest to perform calculations of the scattering by the

Hartree-Fock field generated by the effective interaction of

Gogny et al. [28], which has proved quite successful in repro-

ducing bound state properties.

A poor nan's version of the Hartree-Fock approximation con-

sists in using the folding formula (3.13). Many calculations

[14] of Chi3 type have been performed, stimulated by the work

of Greenlees et al. [13]. Self-consistency is not required :

p(r') is the experimental density distribution of the target

and v_ is a semi-phenomenological interaction. The usefulness

of this approach is somewhat doubtful. While the number of fit-

ted parameters is indeed reduced as compared to the expression

(3.29), it is not clear at all that the constraints thus impo-

sed have a physical foundation. In particular, it would be

dangerous to draw conclusions on p(r) from this type of ana-

lysis, in view of the number of approximations that are invol-

ved. For instance, any "derivation" of an effective interaction

leads to a non-local, energy-dependent and density-dependent

effective interaction. These complications are usually omitted.

A non-local v̂  would lead to the following non-local Hartree

(not Hartree-Fock !) approximation :

p(ro) v(r-ro,r'-ro) (3.43)

has been foundThe effect of a density-dependence of

significant by various authors [29-31].

Exchange corrections (see Eq. (3.15)) to the Hartree field

have been estimated, usually on the basis of the expression

(3.16) for the density matrix [28,32,33] : they appear able to

reproduce approximately the observed energy-dependence of the

empirical local equivalent OMP, but this may be accidental in

view of the approxinations that are involved (neglect of the

true energy-dependence, of the non-locality of the effective

interaction, of higher order corrections, . . . ) .

We mentioned at the beginning of section 2.2 that the OMP

is the natural extrapolation to positive energy of the shell-

model potential for bound single-particle states* This is illus-

trated by the recent work by Giannini and Ricco [34]. These

authors fit observed single-particle energies, density distri-

butions and elastic scattering cross sections,for nuclei with

N - Z j 20 , with a non-local OMP whose real part has the

Perey-Buck form, Eqs. (3.22) and (3.33). The depth of the local

equivalent potential is shown in Fig. 4, in the energy range

minus 60 MeV < E < plus 130 MeV : we see that it is remar-

kably smooth. The scattering near E - - 10 MeV is probably

due to polarization and rearrangement effects, which are not

contained in the Hartree-Fock approximation and are

more pronounced in finite nuclei [35-37] than in nuclear

matter [4,38]. Similar work has been none by Manweiler [27],

3.S. Second order corrections to the real part

At the end of the preceding section, we alluded to higher

corrections. The second order corrections to the Hartree-Fock

field in 160 have recently been studied by Bassichis et al.

[39], who improved an earlier work by MacKellar et al. [40].

These authors fully include antisymmetrization; they use

Tsbakin's nucleon-uucleon interaction, and calculate the Hartree- '"'
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Focfc field and its second order corrections in the case of 1SO

It turns ouc that the second order corrections to Che real part

almost cancel at low energy. The comparison between the theore-

tical elastic scattering phase shift and the experimental one

(n + 16O below 5 MeV) is poor. This is expected because low

energy scattering by light nuclei is very sensitive to details

of nuclear structure.

Most other authors have calculated part of the second

order contribution without computing the first order Hartree-

Fock field. They were particularly interested in the imaginary

part of these terms (see, however, Ref. [41]), and we therefore

discuss them in the next section.

3.9. Second order contributions to the imaginary part

The main interest of the second order contributions is

that they yield the leading term of the perturbation expansion

of the imaginary part of the OMP. We saw in section 3.4 that

there exist two main types of second order contributions.

The first one corresponds to the feeding of compound nu-

clear states (Eq. (3.18)). The structure of the latter is very

hard to guess. Most of the available calculations (see, how-

ever, [42]) assume that they consist of a particle state (wave

function u , in Eq. (3.18)) coupled to a vibrational excited

state 4 . . The density of these states is rather low, and the

averaging procedure is unable to yield a smooth OMP. Thus,

the imaginary parts calculated in the cases of 58Ni [43,44]

and of 2a8Pb [45-47] are highly non-local and strongly energy-

dependent .

The second type of contribution corresponds to the feeding

of open inelastic channels (see Eq. (3.19)). Vinh Mau and

Bouyssy [48] studied the imaginary part of this contribution

in the case of t*°Ca . They describe the excited states •c,

in the framework of the random phase approximation! and treat

antisymmetrization very carefully. They use a zero-range effec-

tive interaction fitted to the low-lying collective states of
t*°Ca . Figure 5 shows that the main contribution to the calcu-

lated local equivalent imaginary part arises from the excited

target states with odd parity. The main drawback of this work

probably lies in the use of plane waves for the functions

uEc, (Eq. (3.19)). It is found that most of the flux goes to

collective excited states.

The latter observation is expected on physical grounds,

and led Satchler and collaborators [49,50] to evaluate the

matrix elements V , (Eq. (3.6)) in the framework of the

deformed potential model. These authors take into account the

distortion of the wave function u_ , (Eq. (3.19)) by a real

[49] or complex [50] potential v
cici • T n e effect of this dis-

tortion, which had been neglected in Ref. [48], is found to be

significant. A real and local Woods-Saxon potential well simu-

lates the first order contribution. In the case of 208Pb and

of 30 MeV protons, the couplings to 24 open channels (inclu-

ding deuteron channels) yield about 90 per cent of the measured

absorption cross section, but only about one-haIf of the empi-

rical absorptive component of the OMP. It was not found possi-

ble to construct a local OMP which would give the same cross

sections as the calculated non-local potential. This probably

reflects the fact that the separable form (3.22) does not ap-

ply here. The authors conclude that the equivalent "local" OMP

should at least depend on angular momentum. The second order

contribution to the real part of the OMP turns out to be posi-

tive, but this may be related to the approximations involved

in the calculation.

3,10. Discussion

The main problem encountered by nuclear reaction theory

in evaluating the OMP is that it involves an effective interac-

tion, which is by necessity at best a semi-phenomenological

quantity. In order to obtain meaningful theoretical constraints,

it appears most desirable to adopt a parameter-free effective

interaction, which has for instance been fitted to the proper-

ties of the ground and of the low excited states of the target

nucleus or of neighbouring nuclei.

Besides this drawback, the nuclear reaction approach pre-

sents two advantages over the global one to be described in

J



section 4. Indeed, it enables one to investigate the contribu-

tion of individual open channels to the absorptive part of the

OMP, and to include the collectivity effects.

4. NUCLEAR MATTER APPROACH

clean that had been created at time t • 0 and at point r .

Hence* it contains the information relevant to the optical model.

In an infinite medium, G only depends on the combination

s • [r-r'| of the spatial variables. Let us perform a Fourier

transform and call

1.I. Introduction

The observation that the volume integral per nucleon of the

OMP varies smoothly with mass number and with energy suggests

that useful information on the OMP can be derived from the study

of an infinite nuclear medium. According to the qualitative des-

crlption given in section 2.5, one should in this case calculate

the mean free path and the potential energy of a nucleon with

energy E . The relevant theoretical tools are briefly presen-

ted in section 4.2. We shall see that the investigation of nu-

clear matter also enables one to discuss some details alluded

to in the preceding sections. For instance, one can distinguish

between the contributions of the non-locality or of the true

energy dependence of the theoretical OMP to the energy depen-

dence of the empirical local OMP.

The "local density approximation" offers a simple but crude

way of constructing the OMP in a finite nucleus from the results

obtained in nuclear matter. It consists in assuming that the

value of the OMP at the distance r_ from the nuclear centre,

where the density is p , is the same as in an infinite medium

with density p .

4.2. Theoretical tools

k ~

For time t > 0 , the Green function is defined by

G(rtr';t) (4.1a)

4c is the wave function of the ground state and a , a are

creation and annihilation operators, respectively. The Gre<±n

function gives the probability amplitude of finding on top of

the initial target state at time t and at point r' , a nu-

(4.2)

the variable associated to s . The Fourier transform of G

reads

G(k,t) af(k,O)|*c> (4.1b)

it describes the propagation of a nucleon with momentum k .

For simplicity, we used the same notation to refer to a function

and to its Fourier transform (see also Eqs. (4.I 7),(4.I 8)).

According to the optical model, this nucleon should have a

rather well defined energy E(k) (see Eq. (2.33)) and the

probability amplitude G(k,t) should decrease exponentially

in time. ThusR the optical model consists in making the approxi-

mation (W < 0)

G(k,t) = - i R(k) exp(-l E(k) t/H) exp(W(k)/t) (4.3)

where R(k) is a proportionality constant that may depend on

It . By performing a Fourier transform on t , (4.3) amounts

to assuming that

G(k,E) • R(k)

E - E(k) - i W(k)
(4.4)

In the independent particle model, all nucleons move inde-

pendently of one another in a real common potential U(k)

which may be non-local, as indicated by its dependence on k .

The corresponding Green function has the following simple form

G(0)(k,E) 1
(4.5)

- U(k) 109
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With the help of the quantity

E(k) + i W<k) - |^ k2

iUk)

(4.4) reads

G(k,E)

fi

(4.6)

(4.7)

~ V ( k )

The comparison between (4.5) and (4-7) suggests to identify

the OHP with the momentum-dependent (i.e. non-local) potential

f(k) . We see that R(k) -»• 1 when W -»• 0 , i.e. in the limit

of the independent particle model.

In order to obtain a more general definition of the OHP,

let us introduce the mass operator C(k,E) , which is by defi-

nition related to the Green function as follows

G(k,E) -

E " rz k2 - f(k,E)

(4.8)

Note that V (k,E) is complex, non-local and energy-dependent.

By Fourier transformation, we obtain

V(k.E) (4.9)

Equations (4.5) and (4.8) show chat one can identify f(k,E)

with a complex mean field, i.e. with the OHP.

These considerations can be extended to finite nuclei.

There, the mass operator reads

f(r,f'5E) . (4.10)

The corresponding Schroedinger equation is (cf Eq. (3.14))

- ~ 72 u£(r) + f V(,(r',?
1;E) uE,(r') d

3r' (4.11)

It has been proved by Bell and Squires [51] that u£(r) is

the projection of the full wave function 1f| on the target

u = (r) - (•CI
TE> • (4.12)

We recall (section 3.2) that a round bracket indicates an inte-

gration over all coordinates of the nucleons contained in the

target. The asymptotic form of »g(') for r •* » is given by

Eq. (2.2). Thus, Vc(r,r';E> contains more information than

the OMP which is only required to yield the average ujj+..(r) :

the OHP proper is given by the energy average f(r,r';E+iI)

[52]. In the case of nuclear matter, all quantities depend

smoothly on E , and no average needs to be taken.

4.3. Local equivalent potential

The identification of f(k,E) with a single - particle

field is rigourous. We must, however, keep in mind that

the shell model or the optical model is only an approximation,

i.e. that the concept of a mean field cannot lead to an exact

description of the elastic scattering process, which is obvious-

ly quite complicated : it only aims at describing averages.

The optical model is useful if approximation (4.7) is

reasonably accurate. This approximation is obtained as follows

from the exact relation (4.8). Let

E(k) - k2 + V(k,E(k))

denote the complex pole of G(k,E) . We have

G(k,E) - R(k)

(4.13)

(4.14)

E -

where R(k) is the residue

R(k)
'E-E(k)

The optical model (4.7) consists in neglecting the "rest" in

Eq. (4.15), i.e. to retain only the exponentially decaying

part of the wave packet associated with the nucleon.

Equation (4.13) expresses that the total energy is equal

to the kinetic energy plus the (complex) potential energy.It
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relates the energy to the momentum or, equivalentlyt the momen-

tum to the energy. In other words* the equation

E . n-K* + v(k>E) (4.16)

defines E(k) or fc<E) . Equation (4.14) shows that the optical

model requires the value of the mass operator V(k,E) only

vhen the energy-momentum relation (4.16) is satisfied, i.e. the

following quantity

W(k) , (4.17)

W(E) . (4.18)

(4.19)

becomes a non-local, energy-independent potential; the quantity

V(E) is a local, energy-dependent potential.

In order to obtain a local potential from l/(k,E) , we

have in fact performed exactly the transformation expressed

by Eq. (3.24). Indeed, no dependence on £ appears in nuclear

mattet and Eq. (3.24) reads

- C(k) - V(k)

which is identical to

V(k(E),E) • V(E) - V(E)

By Fourier transformation,

U?j - H(k2)

for the value of k2 given by

(4.20a)

(4.20b)E • ^— k* + U ,

which is the energy-momentum relation (4.16).

4.4. Calculationul meth ids

There exist three main approaches to Che calculation of

the majs operator in nuclear matter.

(a) The first method consists in expanding f(k,E) in powers

of the nucleon-nucleon interaction v • This is justified only

if the latter is weak enough, i.e. in practice if it is an ef-

fective interaction. The leading term of this perturbation

expansion is the Uartree-Fock approximation. It has been dis-

cussed in section 3.3, and its expression is given by Eqs.

(3.15),(3.16) where, in the case of nuclear matter,

6 (r) - exp(i k.r) (4.21)

in Eq. (3.16), the summation over m extends over all occu-

pied states, i.e. from 0 to the Fermi momentum k? , which

is related to the density by Eq. (2.28). The Hartree-Fock ap-

proximation thus reads

f(k) I <k k|v|k k> + exchange , (4.22a)
km<kF m

or equivalently

f(r,r') • p J v(r') dr' + exchange . (4.22b)

As expected from section 3.3, this approximation yields an OHF

which is non-local (because of exchange), real and independent

of energy. Me note that the direct (Hartree) term is propor-

tional to p end is local. Let us call this term VH(r)

p I v(r') dr1

J V H(r) dr - j p dr [ v(r') dr
1

- A [ v(r') dr'

(4.23a)

(4.23b)

In the Hartree approximation, the volume integral per nucleon

of the OMP (Eq. (3.39)) iB equal to the volume integral of the

effective interaction and is indeDendent of A ; it is also

independent of energy, but the exchange term is non-local and

thun introduces an energy dependence in the local equivalent

OMP. Ill
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(b) The second computational method consist? i:\ writing down

an infinite set of equations which couple the one-, two-, ...-

body Green functions. This set is truncated in a suitable way.

The simp Zest truncation yields the Hartree-Fock approximation.

There exist three variants o£ the next-to-simple one; they

are usually called approximations A«« , A. _ , and A.. , res-

pectively [53]. The results obtained so far from this method

are not as detailed as thone derived from the Brueckner ap-

proach. For a recent list of references, see [54].

(c) In the Brueckner approach, one expands U(k,E) in terms

of a small parameter which is, roughly speaking, proportional

to the density. The leading term of this lew density expansion

is called the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) approximation,beeaus

of its close formal analogy with the Hartree-Fock field. It is

obtained from the latter by replacing in Eqs. (4 ,22a),(4.22b)

the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction y_ by an operator

3£(r»r
f) which is non-local, energy- and density-dependent

and complex. This operator is called the "reaction matrix".

It can be calculated from the >ucleon-nucleon interaction by

solving an integral equation (the Bethe-Goldstone equation),

which essentially amounts to summing up the first and a number

of selected higher order terms of the perturbation series [4].

One interest of the 8HF approximation is that it can be used

with a realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction with a strong

repulsive core at small distance.

4.5. Real part of the optical-model potential

The results shown in the present and in the tallowing

sections have been calculated in the framework of the BHF ap-

proximation by Jeukenne, Lejeune and the author [4,25]. Let

us denote the BHF contribution by

V (k»E) . (4.24)
P

thus omitting the BHF label and writing explicitly the density

dependence. The sole input of these calculations is Reid's

Hard core nucleon-nucleon interaction [55].

We mentioned that one can consider V (k,E(k)) either as
P

a function V (k) of momentum or as a function V (E) of the
P P

energy (Eqs. (4.17},(4.18)}. The function V (k) is a non-

local potential, whose Fourier transform is (see Eq. (4.19))

Wp(s) (4.25)

for the Fermi

momentum k« * 1.35 fm (p a 0.166 nucleon/fm ) which clo-

sely corresponds to the density at the centre of a nucleus.

We see that the Perey-Buck Gaussian parametrization (3.33) is

quite well justified; the small difference be twean the dashed

and the full curves can be interpreted as a dependence of the

non-locality range 6 (= 0.9 fm) upon energy.

Most empirical forms of the OHP are local and energy-

dependent. I.e. correspond to Eq. (4.!8) :

Vp(E) Wp(E) (A.26)

In FIR. 7, ve plot versus energy the quantity V

for three values of the density, namely p 0.166 fm"3 (k

1.35 fm~l) , p » 0.090 fm"3 (kw - I.10 fm"
1) and p 0.037

fm-3 (kj, » 0.82 fa ) . These are typical of the nuclear

interior, surface and tail, respectively. Although the poten-

tial depth decreases with the density, these two quantities

are not proportional to one another : one has

p (1 - ti d = 2 in

If we compare this result with Che Hartree approximation (4.23a),

we conclude that the dependence of the "effective interaction"

on the density is close to that proposed by Myers [30]. An

algebraic form of V (E) can be found in Ref. [25].

In order to construct the OHP in a finite nucleus, f(r,E) ,

we use the local density approximation (section 4.1) which con-

sia ts in writing

l*(r,E) - 1/ . .(R) , (4.27)
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where p(r) is the experimental density distribution. In the

example of 208pb , this leads to the potential wells which are

drawn in Fig. 8 for several energies . The arrow indicates the

half-density radius (Eq. (4.31)). In Fig. 9, we compare the

theoretical (full cuives) and the empirical (dots) values of

the volume integral per nucleon and of the potential root

mean square radius, in the case of protons (see Eqs. (3.39),

(3.41)). Corrections have been made for the effects of the

Coulomb field and of neutron excess (section 4.7). Me see

that the calculated volume integral pec nucleon is in good

agreement with the data (up to 170 MeV !) tbut that the root

mean square radius is too small. The latter defect can De

corrected if one assumes that the distribution of the neutrons

extends beyond that of the protons (see short dashes), but by

a fairly large and unreasonable amount [25]. A more likely ex-

planation lies in the inaccuracy of the local density approxi-

mation, as we now explain.

For simplicity, let us consider the Hartree approximation

(4.23a). The local density approximation leads tc

VH(r,E) - p(r) f v(r') dr1 (4.28)

while the correct Hartree approximation in a finite system is

;iven by Eq. (3.13) :

Vr.E) " p(r') v(r-r') dr' (4.29)

The simplified form (4.28) is correct in two limiting cases,

namely a uniform medium (p constant : nuclear matter), or a

zero-range effective interaction. Hence, we see th^t in the

local densicy approximation one starts from an expression which

V(r,E) (t /ir)~3 f V(r\E) exp(- ir-r'-l2) dr1
' t2

(4.30)

which amounts to giving a Gaussian form factoi to the effective

interaction. The value t = 1.2. fm for the range, parameter

yields fair agreement between the theoretical and the empirical

root mean square radii; the volume integral per nucleon of V

and V are practically equal, and the good agreement obtained

in this case remains unaffected.

Similar results have been obtained for protons on the

targets 12C , 160 , 27A1 , ""Ca , 58Ni and 12°Sn [25].

The density distributions used in the calculations are taken

from Ref. [ 5 6 ] : t he d i f f u s e r t e s s i s a - 0 .S4 fm and t h e
p

half-maximum radius is equal to

Rp » (0.978 + 0.0206 A3) fm (4.31)

It turns out that the diffuseness of the OMF computed from Eq.

(4.30) is 0.62 fm , while its half-depth radius is

1.21 AJ (4.32)

The simple law (4.32) is striking in view of the fact that R
1/3is not proportional to A (see Fig. 8 of Ref. [57]).

One drawback of this procedure is that it introduces an

adjustable parameter t_ . A more satisfactory approach would

consist in constructing a finite-range effective interaction

from the nuclear matter data, and then to introduce it in the

Hartree-Fock expression. Progress in this direction has recently

been accomplished by Brieva and Rook [58], This method unfor-

tunately does not lead to analytic expressions for the OMF.

4.6. Imaginar- part of the potential

Figure 10 shows the dependence on energy of the quantity

|W CE)| , for p - 0.166 fm"3 (short dashes), 0.090 fm"

(long dashes) and 0.037 fm" (full curve), respectively.

For E < 50 MeV , the absorption is largest at the smallest

density, while the opposite is true for E > 50 MeV . This

leads to the fact that the absorptive part is surface-peaked

at low energy and takes a volume form factor for E > 50 MeV ,

as confirmed by Fig. II. 113

Tn " » » " • • The latter arises from the fact that the OMP fo
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In Fig. 12. we show the volume integral per nucleon and

the root mean square radius of the imaginary part of the OMF

(Eqs. (3.40),(3.42)), in the case of protons on 208Pb . The

agreement with empirical values is fair for •'u^ » ̂ ut t n e

calculated <Ry> is too small.

The nuclei 12C , 160 , 27A1 , 5aNi and >20Sn

have also been investigated, and the calculated J /A are

found to be too large. This might be due to the fact that these

nuclei are close to magic [59] or have important vibrational

or rotational excited states. However, it is not clear why

these effects would not show up even more strongly in the case

of 20ePb , unless we admit that this is a consequence of the

large density of states in this case; this appears doubtful.

4.7. Symmetry and Coulomb components

The depths (3.32a) and (3.32d) of the real and of the ima-

ginary parts of the OMP contain a "symmetry" component, which

is proportional to the neutron excess parameter a (Eq. (3.36)).

This component can be computed from the nuclear matter approach

by introducing a difference p - p between neutron and pro-

ton densities [57]. The calculated U. turns out to be 11.5

MeV , i.e. two times smaller than the empirical value (3.32b).

On the other hand, the calculated half-depth radius is larger

(rD,
1.31 fm) for this symmetry component than that (rB

1.17 fm) assumed in the empirical analyses. As a consequence,

the calculated volume integral per nucleon of the symmetry

potential is in good agreement with experimental evidence. This

is shown in Fig. 13, where calculated values of Jv/A (crosses

in the case of 11 MeV neutrons are compared with empirical

ones (full and open dots; full straight line).

We note that many phenomenological analyses of neutron

scattering data yield values for Uj which are typically

about 13 MeV [60], i.e. smaller than the value 24 MeV (Eq.

(3.32b)) given by Becchetti and Greenlees [21], and also smal-

ler than the value (* 24 MeV) derived from proton scattering

data [21], It has been suggested that the latter discrepancy

may reflect an underestimate of the Coulomb correction [57],

The latter arises from the fact that the OMP for protons

with energy E is given by

V(r,E - Vc(r) (4.33)

where v
c(r) is the value of the Coulomb potential at distance

r from the nuclear centre. Expanding (4.33), we find

Vc(r)

- Vc(r) ~ V(r,E)

- 1) V (4.34)

where m"(r) is the effective mass (Eq. (3.34)) at location

i.e. at the density p(r) . The density dependence of m!! is

impossible to determine empirically. The calculation carried

out in Ref. [57] leads to a Coulomb correction

&c - Vc (I - ™̂ -) (4.35)

vtiooe volume integral is larger than the assumed empirical

value. The latter is obtained by adding the estimate

0.4 Z A (4.36)

to the depth of the OMF [21].

Very little theoretical work has been accomplished concer-

ning the spin-orbit component at low energy. It would be of

interest* in particular, to compute its imaginary strength

V , and to see whether it contains a significant dependence

on the asymmetry parameter a or on energy.

There should exist other components of the OMF that depend
•>

on the target spin I . The simplest is the spin-spin component
•+• -*•

I . o > which has been evaluated by Dabrowski and Haensel [61]
in the case of nuclear matter. The application of their result

to finite nuclei is rather delicate.

In the preceding and in the present section, ws compared

calculated and empirical OMP, and concluded to fair agreement.

Ibis is confirmed by recent work by Hodgson 124] and by Kailas

and Gupta [62]. A more detailed discussion requires the compa-

rison between experimental and theoretical cross sections. This

is discussed in the next section.
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4.8. Elastic scattering cross sections

Lejeune and Hodgson [63] have recently computed the elastic

differential cross sections for the OMF obtained from the nu-

clear matter approach (Eq. (4.30)), in the case of 10-70 MeV

protons on

l l 6

7A1 t°Ca , 9Ni 68Zn , 90Zr

Sn , z08?b , as wall as of 1-15 MeV neutrons on 12C ,
Z7A1 , "Oca , 58Ni , ll6Sn . 208Pb and 2°9Bi . They

found that the agreement with the experimental data is not

very good (full curves in Fijj. 14) but becomes quite satis-

factory (dashed curves) if one multiplies the calculated

depths by correction factors. Let us call these C_ and Cy

for the real and the imaginary parts, respectively. It turns

out that C,, = 1.1 and

1 .0
"V
and

CH » 0.85 for 60 MeV protons;

C * 0.8 for 30 MeV protons. In the case of

1-15 MeV neutrons, C» remains close to unity : it varies

between 0.96 (209Bi) and 1.03 (I2C) . In contrast, Cw

ranges from 0.38 (ll0Ca) to 0.97 (27A1) . In general, the

calculated imaginary part is thus significantly too large, et-

pecially at low energy. We mentioned in section 4.6 that this

might be due to the fact that most of the studied nuclei have

a closed shell [59] or are strongly deformed, but it is also

likely that the local density approximation is a poor one in

the case of the imaginary part.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We hope that the reader has been convinced that signifi-

cant progress has recently been achieved in the physical under-

standing of the optical model and in the calculation of the

optical-model potential. One must of course remain aware that

theoretical considerations are only able to yield rather inac-

curate cross sections.We believe that their main interest con-

sists in providing information on properties that are very

difficult to reach experimentally, for instance the non-loca-

lity of the OMF, its symmetry component, the Coulomb correc-

tion, the density and the energy dependence of the effective

mass, etc.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I. Part (a) represents the entrance channel configuration

uc + .In (b) and (c), we show configuratious that can be

reached from (a) by a collision with one of the target nuc-

leons : configuration (b) is bound and given by u , • , ;

configuration (c) is unbound and of the t?pe uEc'

FIR. 2. Schematic representation of the propagation from A to

D of a wave packet through an infinite medium. It* amplitude

gives the probability of finding a nucleon with momentum k

on top of the target ground state. It decreases because on its

way the propagating nucleon excites one particle-one hole,

two particle-two hole, ... target configurations.

Fig. 3. Comparison between empirical (dots and full straight

lines) volume integrals per nucleon and theoretical (dashes)

values calculated by Dover and Giai from the Hartree-Fock

approximation with a Skyrme interaction; T is the proton

kinetic energy (from Ref. [64]).

Fig. 4. The full dots (protons) and the crosses (neutrons) re-

present the depth of the potential that reproduces single-pir-

ticle properties of bound and unbound orbitals, for nuclei

with N - Z and A £ 40 . The full curve is drawn through

these points (from Ref. [34]).
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Fig. 5• Contributions of the odd parity states and of all

states to the local equivalent of the imaginary part of the

OHP calculated by Vinh Hau and Bouyssy (from Ref. [48]).

Pig, 6. Comparison with a Gaussian (full curve) of the calcu-

lated (dashes) dependence upon s • fr-r'| of the real part

of the OMP, for 1.35 frn-1 (from Ref. [ 4 ] ) .

K7 . Depende rgy of the modulus of the real pare

of the OHP, for the Fermi momenta V

fm , respectively (from Kef. [6]),

1.35 1.10 and 0.82

Fig. 6. Real part of the OMP in 208Pb , for the energies

I , 50 , 100 and 200 MeV , respectively (from Ref. [6]).

Fig. 13. Plot versus the asymmetry parameter (H-Z)/A of the

volume integral per nucleon. The open and the full dots repre-

sent empirical values for 11 MeV neutrons [65], the crosses

are the corresponding calculated values; the full line is a

fit to empirical values for 8 MeV neutrons [60] (from Ref.

[25]).

Fig. 14. Comparison between experimental neutron differential

cross sections on 120Sn , 2OaPb and 209Bi with the values cal-

culated from the theoretical OMP without renormalization correc-

tions (full curves) and with the following renormalization cor-

rections i&sshei, see section 4.8)

(120Sn at 11 MeV) ; Cy - 0.98 , Cw

and Cv 0.96

C_ • 0.97 , C • 0.87

y w 0.68 (z08Pb at 14.5 MeV)

0.72 (209Bi at 11 MeV) (from Ref. [63]).

Fig. 9. Comparison between calculated and empirical (dots)

values of Jy/A and <R 2>'" (Eqs. (3.39), (3.41)), in the
208ccase of protons on zoePb . The full curves correspond to the

local density approximation, the short dashes to the assump-

tion that there exists a neutron-rich skin and the long

dashes to the expression (4.30); these coincide with the full

curve in the case of J../A (from Ref. [35]).

Fig. 10. Dependence on energy of the modulus of the imaginary

part of the OMP, for the Fermi momenta fc? - 1.35 , 1.10

and 0.82 fm"1 , respectively (from Ref. [6]).

Fig. 11. Imaginary part of the OMP in 2"8Pb f £or the energies

E - I , 25 , 50 and 100 MeV , respectively (from Ref. [6]).

Fig. 12. Comparison between calculated and empirical (dots)

values of Jw/A and of <R 2>" 2 (Eqs . (3 .40) , (3 .42)) , in the

case of protons on 20E>Fb a The conventions are the same as in

Fig. 9. The dash-dotted curve represents a Coulomb correction

(see section 4.7) (from Ref. [25]).
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